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By Jacques Maritain

Philosophical Library, 1943. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Originally titled Frontieres de la poesie (1935), This book by Jacques
Maritain, whose philosophical writings read as interestingly as a novel, will be welcomed by all who
are seeking a better understanding of the art of our time. The book delves into Maritain s thoughts
on the nature and subjectivity of art and poetry. As a philosopher, Maritain attempts to define the
two concepts, describing art and poetry as virtues, and as primarily concerned with beauty. Rather
than focus on aesthetic theory, Maritain examines the concepts at a more tangible level, including a
discussion of how they are made. The principles established with such precision and brilliance in his
earlier work Art and Scholasticism, which has had such a deep influence on contemporary artists,
are successfully put to the test in illuminating the creative works of such diverse artists as Rouault,
Marc Chagall, Gino Sevirini, and Arthur Lourie. Jacques Maritain was a French Catholic philosopher
and political thinker. He was born in Paris in 1882, where he spent most of his life. His father was a
prominent lawyer and his mother the daughter...
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Thorough information for pdf fans. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. I am easily will get a satisfaction of studying a published pdf.
-- Autum n B a hr ing er-- Autum n B a hr ing er

I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy
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